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Introduction

The chief problem of this paper is to determine the integrand/for an in-

tegral / of the form

/> xif(x,y,z,y',z')dx
»i

whose Euler equations are

H(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0, K(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0.

The problem is impossible unless H and K have special properties. In de-

termining these properties it is found to be rfecessary and sufficient that the

equations of variation,

Hvu + Htv + Hyu' + Ht.v' + Hy.,u" + Et.~v" = 0,

Kvu + Ktv + Kyu' + Krf + Kyu" + K...v" = 0,

of H = K = 0 be a self-adjoint system.

In §1 systems of adjoint differential equations of the second order are

discussed. The unique existence of an adjoint system is proved and necessary

and sufficient conditions for a given system of the second order to be self-

adjoint are established.

Characteristic properties of the differential equations of the calculus of

variations are derived in §11. It is here shown that if two equations H = K = 0

are to be the Euler equations for an integral / of the form given above they

must have their equations of variation self-adjoint.

The sufficiency of this property is established in §111. Necessary and

sufficient conditions for the equations of variation of the system H = K = 0 to

be self-adjoint are given. Finally, the most general form of the integrand f

for the integral / whose Euler equations are the equations H = K = 0 is

determined.

* Presented to the Society, San Francisco Section, June 18, 1927, under the titles Characteristic

Properties of differential equations of the calculus of variations, Integrals whose extremals have given

differential equations, and A method of determining an integral I whose extremals are a given family of

curves; received by the editors June 1,1927.
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The problem of finding an integral whose extremals are a given family

of curves is treated in §IV. Necessary and sufficient conditions for two

given equations of the form

y" =F(x,y,z,y',z'), z" = G{x,y,z,y' ,z')

to have solutions y = y(x), z=z(x) which represent the extremals for an

integral / of the form above are derived. Also the possibility of determining

linear combinations of two given equations y" = F, z" = G, which shall have

equations of variation that are self-adjoint, is discussed.

In the last three sections special examples are treated. In §V is found

the most general type of integral whose extremals are straight lines. In

§VI is treated the problem of finding integrals whose extremals are semi-

circles orthogonal to the sy-plane and finally, in §VII, that of determining

integrals whose extremals are catenaries orthogonal to the ry-plane.*

I. Self-adjoint systems of linear differential expressions of

THE SECOND ORDER

The properties which characterize a self-adjoint system of differential

expressions of the second order are needed in the discussion of the following

sections. For convenience of reference they are developed here.f

Consider the system of differential expressions

(1) Ji(u) = Aik(x)uk + Bik(x)u¿ + Cik(x)u¿/ (i = 1, • • ■ , »),

in the n variables uk (k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n). In this and following expressions the

notation of tensor analysis is used, that is, whenever two subscripts are

alike in a term, say of the form A ¡kuk, then the expression represents a sum

with respect to the repeated index. The use of accents or primes will always

indicate the total derivative of the function with respect to the independent

variable.

A system Ki(u) of the same form as (1) and satisfying with /<(«) an

equation

dM
(2) uJi{v) -ViKi{u) =—-,

dx

* The writer wishes to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Bliss of Chicago for his advice and

valuable suggestions during the preparation of this paper.

t See J. Kürschak, Die Existenzbedingungen des verallgemeinerten kinetischen Potentials, Mathe-

matische Annalen, vol. 62 (1906), p. 148. Also G. Frobenius, Über adjungierte lineare Dißerential-

ausdrücke, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 85 (1878), p. 207.
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where M is a function of x, Ui, vk and their derivatives, is called an adjoint

system of Jt(u).

It is easily proved that every system /<(«) has one and only one adjoint

system K~i(u). For from (1), we have

Uili(v) = UiAikvk + UiBikv¿ + udkVk

d d
= UiAikVk -\-(uiBikvk) -\-[(u£ik)vk — (ut€ik)'vk\

dx dx

- (uiBik)'vk + (utCik)"vk,

= [uiAik - (uiBiky + (uxCik)"]vk

d
+ — [UiBikvk + (utCik)vk - (mA*)'i>*J .

dx

Hence, there exist a system R~i(u) and a function M which satisfy equation

(2), namely,

Ki(u) = UiAik - (uiBaY + (u,dk)",

M = UiBikvk + (u&k)vk — (utCik)'vk.

Suppose there were two such systems; then we would have the two equations

dM
uJi(v) — ViKi(u) = —— >

dx

dL
«</<(») — v¡Hi(u) = —— »

dx

which give

ví[Hí(u) -Ki(u)] =—(M-L).
dx

If we represent the coefficients of the v¡ for a fixed set Ui(x) by the notations

4>i(x), then the integral

Vi<j>i(x)dx = M — LI

is clearly independent of the path in the aw-plane. This can be so, however,

if and only if the functions <l>i(x) are identically zero, which implies that for

every set of functions u{(x)

Ri(u) = Ki(u).

Thus the adjoint system K¿u) as defined by (2) is unique.

The Ji(u) are said to be self-adjoint if the systems /<(«) and Kt(u) are

identical. Imposing this condition, we have by (1) and (3)
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Aikuk + Bikuk + Ciku¿' = ukAki — (ukBki)' + (ukCki)"

m uk(Aki - Bki + Cm) + «i(2C« - Bki) + u¿'Cki.

Regarding these equations as identities in the uk and their derivatives and

equating the corresponding coefficients, we arrive at the following theorem:

Theorem I. Necessary and sufficient conditions that the system of differen-

tial expressions

Ji(u) = Aik(x)uk + Bik(x)u¿ + Cik(x)u¿' (i = 1, • • • , n)

shall be self-adjoint are

(4) Cm = Cki,        Bu, + Bh = 2Cik,     A,k = Aki — 2?«+ C*«.

II. Characteristic properties of differential equations

of the calculus of variations*

In the problem of the calculus of variations in a space of »+1 dimensions

one seeks to minimize the integral

/xi f(x,yi, • • • , yn,yi, • • • , y«)dx

in a class of arcs y*=yt(*), Xi^x^x2, joining two given points. It is well

known that if a minimum is to occur it is necessary that the first variation

of the integral / must vanish and that the second variation must be always

positive or zero. The vanishing of the first variation implies that the Euler-

Lagrange equations

(5) -/„<-/«, = 0
dx

must be satisfied along a minimizing arc. The subscripts y and y' are used

to represent y< and y I respectively. If the equations

(6) yi = yi{x,b) (i = 1, • • • , »)

define a one-parameter family of solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations,

then the functions

Ui = yib(x,b)

are called the variations of the family along the arc (6). Along this arc they

must satisfy the so-called equations of variation

Ji(u)  = -(Ji'kUk +fi'k'Uk)  — (fikUk + fil'Ut)  = 0
dx

* See J. Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, p. 151.
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which are found by differentiating equations (5) with respect to the par-

ameter b which occurs in the argument.0 y< and y/ of the function /.   The

subscripts of / denote differentiation with respect to the corresponding y's.

Let the function w be defined by the expression

2w = fikUiUk + 2fik.UiUk +/•'*'«/«* ;

then it is readily verified that

d
(7) /,(«) = —-ÜV - wu («' = u'i , u - Ui).

dx

It is now easy to show that the system Ji(u) is self-adjoint.* According to the

definition of §1 we must have

dM
Uji(v) — ViJi(u)  = —— •

dx

With the aid of (7) we readily find that

d
UiJi(v)  — Vji(u)  = -(«¿ÛV - ».*>«') ,

dx

in which the subscripts v' and u' represent vi and «/ respectively. Therefore

a set of differential equations which are the differential equations of the

solutions of a problem of the calculus of variations must have the property

indicated in the following theorem :

Theorem II.  If a given system of differential equations

Bj(x,yi, • • • , y», yl, • • • , y„', y{', • • • , y„") = 0    (j = Í, ■ ■ ■ , n)

is to be the system of differential equations of the solutions of the problem of

minimizing the integral I, of the type indicated above, then their equations of

variation

HjiUi + E^u'i + Hj^ui' = 0

must be a self-adjoint system along every curve yi = y%(x).

III. Integrals whose extremals have given differential equations

Consider the equations

(8) H(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0, K(x,y,z,y',z',y" ,z") = 0,

whose solutions have the form

_ y = y(x) »   z = *(x)

* It is of course understood that the argument here is concerning the Euler equations as they

stand and not an equivalent system.
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with the derivatives y', z', y", z'f. It will be shown, upon the assumption

that the equations of variation of H = K = 0 form a self-adjoint system, that

a function f(x, y, z, y',z') can be determined such that the equations (8) are

the differential equations of the solutions of the problem of minimizing the

integral

(9) /=   fX'f(x,y,z,y',z')dx.
J X,

The equations of variation of the given system (8) are

Hyu + H.v + Hyu' + Hsv' + Hv-u" + H,»v" = 0,
(10)

KyU + K,v + Kyu' + KZV + Ky,u" + K,..v" - 0.

If these equations are a self-adjoint system, then by Theorem I, we have the

following relations:

Ht"    =    Ky" ,       Hy'    =    By",       Kz'    =    Kz" ,

(H) Et.    +    Ky.    =     2HZ"    =    2Ky",

Ky    =    Ht    -He'    +   Ht", He    =    Ky   -    Ky'    -f"    Ky",

which must be identities in x, y, z, y', z', y", z", y'", z'". The last of equa-

tions (11) is a consequence of the preceding relations. For we may solve the

fifth equation for Hz and make use of relations (1) and (4) of (11K    Then

Hi = Ky + HZ' — H," ,

=    Ky   -f-   2Ky"    -    Ky'   -    Ky",

which gives the last of equations (11).

In the second and third of relations (11) terms in y'" and z'" do not

occur in the first members. It is thus evident upon expanding the second

members that the derivatives HV"V"; Hy"Z"-, KZ"V"; Kt",>> all vanish

identically, and hence, that the given equations (8) are linear in y" and z".

Also the first equation of (11) asserts that the coefficient of z" in (8i) is equal

to the coefficient of y" in (82). Therefore the given equations may be ex-

pressed in the form

H = M + Py" + Qz" = 0,

K = N + Qy" + Rz" = 0,

where M, N, P, Q, R are functions of x, y, z, y', z'.

In view of the first of relations (11) and upon subtracting the fifth from

the last, one obtains
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2(H, - K,) = E'.. - K'y. = —(E.. - Ky).
dx

Expanding the second member of this equation and noting that terms in

y'" and z'" do not occur on the left, we have

Eg'y"   -   Ky'y"    =    0, Eg'g"    -    Ky'g"    =   0.

Hence, by (Hi) each of the functions H and K must satisfy the conditions

Hy'gH    =    Hy"z', ICy'g"    =    K. y''g',

which in terms of the notation in equations (12) become

(13) Pg- = Qy>,       Q.. = Ry.

These properties of the given functions¿7andisTare the necessary conditions of

integrability which are later required in the determination of the integrand/.

With the aid of (12) and (13) the second, third and fourth of the self-

adjoint relations (11) may be written in the form

My. = Px + Pvy' + Pgz',

(14) Ng. = Rx + Rvy' + Rgz',

M,. + Ny = 2(QX + Qvy' + Q*z').

Since the last two of relations (11) are equivalent, the use of either together

with equations (12) will give

M,-Ny = (Qv - Pg)y" + (Ry - Q,)z" + $(M., - Ny)'.

If this equation is to be an identity in the variables involved, we must have

Qy~ P.-KMg'y-Nyy),
(15) Ry - Q. - - |(Jf,.. - Ny,>),

M, - Ny = h[(M,. - Ny), + (M,. - Ny)yy' + (M,, - Ny),z'}.

The first two of these relations may be obtained without difficulty from (14)

and (13). But the third involves an independent relation which must be

satisfied by the functions M and N. We can now state the following theorem:

Theorem III. // a system of equations

E(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0, K(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0

is to have equations of variation

Eyu + E,v + Eyu' + Eg.v' + Ey.u" + Eg.,v" = 0,

Kvu + K,v + Kyu' + K,.v' + Ky.u" + K,»v" = 0,
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which are self-adjoint along every curve y = y(x), z = z(x), then it must have

the form

H = M(x,y,z,y',z') + P(x,y,z,y',z')y" + Q(x,y,z,y',z')z",

K = N(x,y,z,y',z') + Q{x,y,z,y',z')y" + R{x,y,z,y',z')z",

where M, N, P, Q, R satisfy the following relations:

P*' = Qv,   Q."*R*,

My = Px + Pvy' + Pzz',    NZ' = R, + Rvy' + Rzz',

(16)
M, + N, = 2(0, + Qyy' + Qzz'),

Me - Ny = j[(Jf, - Ny)x + {Me- - Ny)yy' + (Me' - Ny)zz'],

identically in x, y, z, y', z'.

If a system of equations H = K — 0 has the form indicated in the last

theorem with coefficients satisfying (16), then it is possible to determine

the integrand of the integral I in (9) to an arbitrary function of x, y, z so

that H = K = 0 are the equations of its minimizing curves. Let us first

determine a function g(x, y, z, y', z') satisfying the relations

(17) gyy = P, gy'E' = Q, gE'E' = R.

It is possible to do this since the conditions for integrability of the system

(17) are the first two of the relations (16) for self-adjointness. The function

g will then be determined by the integral

,y'z'

g=   f       M dy' + L dz',
»0 *0

where the functions M and L represent the integrals

, v'e'

M =   Í*       Pdy' + Qdz',    L=   f    Qdy' + Rdz'.
J Vn'Zn' *J Vtx'zJ

The first two of relations (16) also insure that the above line integrals are

independent of the path of integration. It is evident that if g is a particular

solution of the system (17) then the most general one is given by the formula

(18) f=g + a + by' + cz'

where a, b, c are constants with respect to the integrations for y' and z' and

therefore functions of x, y, z.

If the given equations (8) are identical with the Euler-Lagrange equations

for the integral (9), then the equations
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(19)      —/,. - /„ - M + Py" + Qz", —fg. -f, = N + Qy" + Rz"
dx dx

must be identities in x, y, z, y', z', y", z".

The value of / given in (18) must now satisfy equations (19).   Inserting

this value of /, we get

—(«,' + *) - (f, + a, + byy' + cyz') = M + Py" + Qz",
dx

—(*«• + c) - (gg + a, + b,y' + cgz') = N + Qy" + Rz",
dx

which reduce to

(b, - av) + (bz - cv)z' = M + gy- gyx- gyvy' - gy,z',

(20)
(c, - a,) + (cv - b,)y' = N + g, - g,>, - gZ'Vy' - g,;z'.

If these equations are to be identities in x, y, z, y', z' then the second members

must be independent of y' and z' respectively, while the expression on the

right in the first equation must be linear in z' and that of the second equation

linear in y'. If the second member of the first equation is differentiated

once with respect to y', the result by the third of relations (16) is identically

zero. The second derivative of this same expression with respect to z' is

readily shown to be identically zero by means of the fifth of (16) and the

first two of (15), which are direct consequences of (163) and (164). One

proceeds similarly in the case of the second equation. We thus have the re-

quired condition that a, b and c are functions of x, y, z alone.

From (20) one obtains the relations

CV  —  b,  =   gy'g  -   gyz'   —   h(Mg-   —   Ny) ,

(21) az-c,= - N-g, + gz.x + gygy' + gt.gz' - \(M.. - Ny)y',

b,- a„ = M + gy- gyx- gyvy' - g,>vz' - %(MZ> - Ny)z'.

The first one of these equations is found by differentiating the first or second

equation of (20) with respect to y' or z' respectively and employing (166).

The substitution of the value so found for cy — b, in equations (20) gives the

second and third of (21). The system (21) has solutions for a, b, c if and only

if the second members, which from their derivation are independent of y'

and z', satisfy the equation

dp     da     dr
(22) J.+     +      m0

dx     ay     az
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identically in x,y,z; where p, q, r represent the second members respectively.

Performing the differentiation as indicated by (22) one finds that the terms

in the derivatives of g cancel in pairs and that the resulting expression is

identically zero by the last of relations (16).

Let a, b, c be a particular set of solutions of (21); then the most general

solution will be

a + a,    b + ß,    c + y,

where o;, ß, y must satisfy the equations

7v - ßi = 0,    az - yx = 0,      ßx - ctv = 0

which are necessary and sufficient conditions for

a + ßy' + yz'

to be the total derivative of a function t(x, y, z).

The function/of (18) can now be expressed in the form

dt
f=g + a + by' + cz'+ —

a»

where a, b, c are a particular set of solutions of (21), and / is an arbitrary

function of (x, y, z).  Hence, we have

Theorem IV. If two equations of the form

H(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0, K{x,y,z,y',z',y" ,z") = 0

have equations of variation

Hyu + HeV + Hyu' + HZ'v' + Hyu" + HZ"v" = 0,

KyU + KeV + Kyu' + KZ'v' + Kyu" + K,"v" = 0,

which form a self-adjoint system along every curve y=y(x), z=z{x), then there

is always an integral of the form

f(x,y,z,y',z')dx

having the equations H = K = 0 as its Euler equations. The most general such

integral has an integrand

d
f = g{x,y,z,y',z') + a(x,y,z) + b(x,y,z)y' + c{x,y,z)z' + — t(x,y,z)

dx

where g is a particular solution of (17); a, b, c are a particular solution of (21);

and t is an arbitrary function of x, y, z.
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IV.   A  METHOD  OF  DETERMINING  AN  INTEGRAL  /  WHOSE  EXTREMALS  ARE

A GIVEN FAMILY OF CURVES

Consider the four-parameter family of arcs

(23) y = y(x,a,b,c,d),        z = z(x,a,b,c,d).

Differentiation with respect to x gives

y' = yx(x,a,b,c,d), z' = z,(x,a,b,c,d),

y" = y,x(x,a,b,c,d),       z" = zx,(x,a,b,c,d).

If a, b, c, d are eliminated from the above equations one obtains two equations

of the form

(24) y"=F(x,y,z,y',zr),        z" = G(x,y,z,y',z').

The general solutions of these equations are (23) where a, b, c, d are constants

of integration.

If the equations (23) are to represent the extremal arcs of an integral /

of the form (9), then by Theorem II the functions F and G in (24) must be

the solutions for y" and z", respectively, of the system of equations

E(x, y, z, y', z', y", z") = 0,        K(x, y, z, y', z', y", z") = 0

whose equations of variation are self-adjoint. Hence, there must exist a set

of multipliers P, Qu Q2, R such that the equations

P(y" - F) + Qi(z" - G) = 0,

Q*(y" -F) + R(z" - G) = 0

can be rendered identical with equations (12) in the previous section. It

is evident from the form of (12) that the desired multipliers have Qi=Q2 and

hence, that the functions H and K may be expressed in the following way:

H = Py" + Qz" - (PF + QG) = 0,
(25)

K = Qy" + Rz" - (QF + RG) = 0.

The functions M and N of equations (12) now have the values

(26) M = - (PF + QG),        N = - (QF + RG).

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the system (25) to be self-adjoint may,

therefore, be obtained from Theorem III. Evidently, the first two relations

remain as in (16), namely,
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(27) P.'=Qy, Q.' = Ry.

Making the substitution (26) in (163), (166), (164) respectively, one obtains

the following system:

Px + Pyy' + Pez' = -(PF + QG)y,

(28) Qx + Qyy' + Qez' = - §[(PF + QG)Z- + (QF + RG)y],

Rx + Ryy' + Rzz' = - (OF + RG)Z'.

With the use of (27) these equations may be written in the form

Px + Pyy' + PeZ' + PyF + PZ'G =   -  (PFy + QGy) ,

(29) Qx + Qvy' + Qzz' + QyF + Qz-G = - h(PFz> + QGZ. + QFy + RGy),

Rx + Ryy' + Rez' + RyF + R..G = - (QFZ. + RGZ').

If in the last of equations (16) M and N are replaced by their values in

(26), we get

(30) (QF + RG)y - (PF + QG)e « \{(QFy + RGy - PFZ- - QGZ.)X

+ (QFy + RGy - PF,' - QGZ')yy' + (QFy + RGy - PFZ> - QGZ'W].

From the first two of (15), which were shown to be consequences of the first

five of relations (16), arise by the substitution (26) the following equations:

Qv - Pz = (Qx + Qyy' + Q.z')v - (Px + Pvy' + PJ).>,

Ry-Qz= (Rx + Ryy' + Rzz')y - (Qx + Qyy' + Qzz')z>,

which by means of (27) and (28) reduce to

Qy - Pz = UiPy'Fz' + PFy,' + QyGz. + QGyz.)

- (QyPy + QFy y + RyGy + RGyy)\,

Ry~Qz = h[(Pz'Fz' + PFz-z' + QzGe' + QGZ.Z.)

- (Qz'Fy + QFy.- + RzGy + RGy..)].

The expressions on the left are now replaced by those on the right, respec-

tively, in the first member of (30) after the indicated differentiation is per-

formed. After performing the indicated differentiation in the second member

of (30) and employing relations (28), the result readily reduces to

(31) P[FZ + \FyFZ' + \Fe'GZ' - \F'Z.} + Q[(GZ - Fy) + \(G¡. - fy)

+ Wy - Gz.y] + R[- G y - &yGz. - \FyGy + IG'y] s 0,

where it is understood that
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F',, mF.,. + F,.yy' + F,.gz' + FyyF + V,.G,

(Fy - G,,)' s (Fy - g;0, + (Fy - &<)„/ + (Fy - G*)*'

+ (Fy -G,.)yF + (Fy-Gz.)g,G,

Gy'    =  Gy'X   + Gy'yZ      + Gy'zy      + Gy'y'F   + Gy'g'G.

In view of the relations (27), (29), and (31) we have the following theorem:

Theorem V. // the solutions y = y(x), z = z(x) of

y" = F(x,y,z,y',z'), z" = G(x,y,z,y',z')

are to be the totality of extremal arcs for an integral of the form (9), then there

must exist a set of multipliers P, Q, R which are functions of x, y, z, y', z'

such that the equations

H = P(y" -F)+ Q(z" - G) = 0,

K = Q(y" - JF) + R(z" - G) = 0

have equations of variation which are self-adjoint along every arc y=y(x),

z=z(x).   Necessary and sufficient conditions for such multipliers to exist are

Pz> = Qy,        Qz> = Ry,

Px + Pyy' + PgZ' + PyF + P..G =   -  (PFy + QGy) ,

%    Qx + Qyy' + Qzz' + QyF + QZ,G = - \(PFZ. + QGz. + QFy + RG¿),
(32)

R, + Rvy' + Rzz' + RyF + Rz-G = - (QF,. + RGZ.),

P[Fx + lFyFz. + \FZ,GZ. - \Fl] + Q[(GZ - Fv) + l(Gl - F^)

+ Wv - GZ.)'} + R[-Gy- &yGz> - \FyGy + \Gy] m 0,

which must be identities in x, y, z, y', z'.

As is evident from the preceding discussion no criterion has been found

whereby one can determine in advance whether the given functions F and

G are solutions for y" and z", respectively, of a system of equations

E(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0,        K(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0

whose equations of variation are self-adjoint. If, however, the functions F

and G are such that conditions (32) can be satisfied then the solutions of

(24), y=y(x), z=z(x), represent the extremal arcs for an integral / of the

form (9). Some difficulties have been encountered in attempting to satisfy

conditions (32) and the writer has not been able to develop completely the

theory for the general case. However, the following discussion together with
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the examples treated below will illustrate a method of procedure which may

be employed with success in special cases.

The theory of partial differential equations assures us of the existence of

solutions P, Q, R of the system (29). To find these solutions let us introduce

the new variables x, a, b, c, d in place of x, y, z, y', z' by means of the equa-

tions

y = y(x,a,b,c,d), y' = yx(x,a,b,c,d),
(33)

2 = z(x,a,b,c,d), z  = zx(x,a,b,c,d),

which have solutions of the form

a = A(x,y,z,y ,z'),        c = C(x,y,z,y' ,z'),
(34)

b = B(x,y,z,y',z'),       d = D(x,y,z,y',z').

It is readily verified that every set of functions P, Q, R of x, a, b, c, d which

satisfy (29), when a, b, c, d are replaced by the expressions (34), must satisfy

the equations

dP
—-=   -(PFy+QGy),
dx

dQ
(35) — = - |(PF.. + QGZ. + QFy + RGy),

dx

dR
—-= -(QF.. + RG,'),
dx

and conversely. This follows because each of the functions (34) is a solution

of the homogeneous equation of the type

Ax + Avy' + Azz' + AyF + AZ.G = 0.

In the equations (35) the variables x, y, z, y', z' are everywhere to be re-

placed by x, a, b, c, d by means of the equations (33).

According to the theory of ordinary differential equations, if Pi, Qi, Ri;

P2, Q2, R2; P3, Q3, R3 are any three independent particular solutions of the

system (35), then every other solution can be expressed in the form

CiPi + C2P2 + C3P3 = P(x,a,b,c,d),

(36) CiQ1 + C2Q2 + C3Q3^Q(x,a,b,c,d),

CiRi + C2R2 + C3R3 = R(x,a,b,c,d),

where G, C2, Cs are arbitrary functions of a, b, c, d. If &, C2, Cs are de-

termined in any manner and the functions a, b, c, d are replaced by their
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respective values in (34) the resulting values of P, Q, R are solutions of the

system (29). Conversely, every solution of the system (29) can be so ob-

tained.

The functions G, C2, C3 must be determined so that the remaining con-

ditions for self-adjointness of Theorem V, namely (27) and (31), shall be

satisfied. The possibility of satisfying these conditions by a suitable choice

of the arbitrary functions Cu C2, C3 is not demonstrated in this paper.

Such a choice can be made only if the functions F and G satisfy suitable re-

strictions which do not seem to be easy to characterize explicitly. In the

following sections it is shown that for special examples the method can be

carried through and the most general integral with a given family of extremals

determined.

V. Integrals whose extremals are straight lines

The example of this section is inserted chiefly to show the application

of the above theory to the problem which has already been treated by

Hámel.*

Consider the equations

(37) y" = 0,        z" = 0.

If these are the solutions for y" and z" of two equations

E(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0,        K(x,y,z,y',z',y",z") = 0

whose equations of variation are a self-adjoint system, then there exists a

set of multipliers P, Q, R such that the functions H and K take the form

(38) E = Py" + Qz" = 0, K = Qy" + Rz" = 0.

The system (32) of Theorem V for this problem becomes the following:

P*'=Qv,    Q*> = R*,

(39) Px + Pyy' + Pzz' = 0,

Qx + Qyy' + Qzz' = 0,

Rx + Ryy' + Rzz' = 0,

which must be identities in x, y, z, y', z'. The last equation of (32) is identi-

cally zero since F=G=0. Differentiate the third of equations (39) with

respect to z' and the fourth with respect to y' and subtract. Proceed similarly

with the fourth and fifth equations. Then, with the aid of the first two re-

lations of (39), we have

* G. Hamel, Die Geometrieen im Räume, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 57, p. 255 ff.
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(40) PZ   =   Qy, QZ   =    Ry.

It is evident from the preceding section that, as a preliminary to the

solving of the last three equations of the system (39), we must solve the

equations

y" = o,        z" = 0.

By integration we find the equations

y' = ai, z' = a2,

y = aix + a3, z = a2x + a4,

analogous to the equations (33); where ax, a2, a3, a4 are constants of integra-

tion. The values of ai} a2, a3, a4 in terms of x, y, z, y', z' found by solving the

above equations are

öi = y', a2 = z',

(41)
a3 = y — y x,        a4 = z — z x,

which correspond to the values (34) in the general case.

The equations corresponding to (35) are the following:

dP dQ dR
-= 0,   —- = 0,-= 0.
dx dx dx

Hence, the solutions of the last three equations of (39) are arbitrary functions

P(ai, a2, a3, a4),        Q(ai,a2,a3,at),        R(ai,a2,a3,ai)

of the functions au a2, a3, a4.

Thus necessary and sufficient conditions for the system (38) to be self-

adjoint are

Pz' = Qy, Qz' = Ry,

(42) P = P(ai,a2,a3,a4),    Q = Q(ai,a2,a3,a4),

R = R(ai,a2,a3,ai),

in which Oi, a2, a3, a4 have the values (41). One can readily show that the

functions P, Q, R can be determined so that the first two of relations (42)

are satisfied.

To do this let P, Q, R be differentiated with respect to au • • • , at,

and these in turn differentiated with respect to y' and z'. We have for the

first and second of (42) respectively

P2 - Pa = Qi- Q3x,

Q2 - QiX = Ri - R3x.
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Regarding these equations as identities in x we must have

(43) *-«"       P' = Q»
Q2 = Ri,      Q* = R3.

If the first equation is differentiated with respect to a4 and the second with

respect to a2, we see that the two equations are compatible if

Qu = Q32.

Similarly,  differentiating the last two equations with respect to a3, ai,

respectively, we arrive at the same condition. Hence, there exist values of P,

Q, R which satisfy this system.   It follows that the necessary and sufficient

conditions (42) for self-adjointness of equations (38) can be satisfied.

If a value of Q is selected satisfying the last equation, then by (43) P is

determined to an additive function of ai, a3, and R is determined to an

additive function of a2, a4. In the functions thus determined for P, Q, R

let öi, • • • , a4 be replaced by their respective values in (41); the resulting

functions satisfy the self-adjoint relations (39). Using these values we find

a particular solution of the system

gyy = P(y',z',y - y'x,z - z'x),

(44) gy,. = Q(y',z',y - y'x,z - z'x),

gg'g' = R(y',z',y - y'x,z - z'x).

Since tht conditions for integrability of this system are the first two of re-

lations (39), which also insure that the following integrals are independent of

the path of integration, the value of g is given by the double integral

g =   f f     Pdy'dy' + 2Qdy'dz' + Rdz'dz'.
" i/o'«o'   " Vo'V

Corresponding to the line integrals M and L of §111, we have

gy =  f' Pdf + Qdz',      gg.=  C   Qdy' + Rdz'.
J »o'V " vo'»o'

Applying relations (40), which were shown to be consequences of (39),

+o the last two integrals we get

(45) gy, = g,.y.

By means of this relation and the fact that the functions M and N of (26)

arfe each identically zero, equations (21) of §111 become

Cy — b, = 0,

<46) az — c,= — g, + gz- x + gy'gy' + gg'gz',

bx — av- gy — gy, — gyvy' - gg'yZ'.
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It is readily verified that this system satisfies the required conditions (22)

which insure the existence of solutions for a, b, c.

In this particular case it is easy to show that, on account of relations

(40), the second members of the last two equations vanish identically. By

means of the integrals given above for g and gv> we have

I       Pydy'dy' + 2Qydy'dz' + Rydz'dz1
vo'V " vo'V

- f" Pxdy' + QJz' - y' ["' Pydy' + Qydz' - z' V ' PJy' + QJz'.
J vo'«o' " »o'»o' J vo'*o'

If in the second integral the values of Px and Qx obtained from (39) are in-

serted, we have

s% tí* e' á% t/' X*

- f      Pxdy' + QJz' =   f     y'(Pydy' + Qydz') + ^(PJy' + QJz')
J vo'V " vo'V

= / f" Pydy' + Qydz' -  f f     Pydy'dy' + Qydy'dz'
J »«'*«' J va'zt'   J vo'zt,'

- z' f     Pzdy' + QJz' -  f        f     PJy'dz' + QJz'dz'.
J v<t'z<t' J vo'V  •' »o'«o'

When this value of the integral on the left is substituted in the previous

equation the result is identically zero in view of the relations (40). The second

member of (462) may be treated similarly.   Hence, we have the conditions

cy — bz = 0, az — cx = 0, bx — av = 0.

Therefore, the integrand / of the integral whose extremals are straight

lines is of the form

d
/= g(x,y,z,y',z') + — t(x,y,z),

dx

where g is a particular solution of the system (44) and / is an arbitrary func-

tion of x, y, z.

VI.    Integrals whose extremals are semi-clrcles

ORTHOGONAL TO THE «y-PLANE

Consider the four-parameter family of circles

x = a + i> cos d cos m,

(47) y = c — b sin d cos u,

z = b sin«,
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where u is the angle which the radius vector makes with the line of inter-

section of the plane of the circle and the zy-plane, and d is the angle which

this line of intersection makes with the positive x-axis.

The differential equations of these curves found by eliminating the

parameter u and the four constants a, b, c, d are

1 + y'2 + z'2
(48) y" = 0,    z" =-

z

When the second members of these equations are substituted for F and G

in the system (32) and the independent variables x, y, z, y', z' replaced by

x, a, b, c, d this system takes the form

P.>=Qy,      Q* = Ry,
(49)

dP _ 2Qy'      dQ       Qz'       Ry'     dR _ 2Rz'

dx z dx z z dx z

The coefficients in the last equation of (32) for this problem all vanish

identically on account of the form of F and G.

The integrals of equations (48) are the curves (47). When the variable

u is eliminated from the equations (47) and the derivatives y', z' with respect

to x are calculated we find

y = c + (a — x) tan d,     z = sec d(b2 cos2 d — (x — a)2)1'2,

sec d(a — x)
y' = — tan d, z' =-•

(b* cos2 d - (x - a)2)1'2

When these are solved for a, b, c, d the resulting functions

zz' zV2
a = x -\-> b2 = z2 +

es« ' y '+*"
zy'z'

c =» y H-;       tan d = — y'
1 + y'2

are four independent solutions of the homogeneous equation

1 + y'3 + z'2
A, + Ayy' + Azz' + AyO - A,-= 0

z

which characterizes the first integral of equations (48). But if (50) are solu-

tions of this equation then also is any function of them a solution and in

particular the following:

ai = c + a tan d,      a2 = a — c tan d,

a3 = b2 sec2 d, a4 = — tan d
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which are selected because of their simplicity in terms of the variables x,

y, z, y', z'.  In terms of these variables they have the values

ai = y-y'x, a2 = x + yy' + zz',

a3 = z(l + y'* + z'*),      at = y'.

It is evident from the form of equations (49) that the last one can be

integrated directly and, hence, also the second and the first. The general

solution of the system is

P = a + 2ßy + yy\

(52) Q = ßz + yy\

R = yz2,

where a, ß, y are constants of integration and arbitrary functions of a\,

a2, a3, a4.

With the values of F and G given in (48) it is readily verified, as has been

mentioned above, that the coefficients of P, Q, R in the last equation of (32)

are each identically zero. This is not a characteristic property of the functions

F and G for every such problem of the calculus of variations, though it holds

for this particular case.

It remains now to show that there exist values of a, ß, y such that the

remaining conditions for self-adjointness, namely

Pz' = Qy,       Qz' = Ry,

are satisfied.    Imposing these conditions on the second members in (52),

we have
y27*' + 2yßZ' + aZ' = yzyy + zßy,

y yZ' +     ßz> =   zyy,

which after a simple recombination are equivalent to the following:

(53) *yy-yyz' = ßz;

Zßy — yßZ' = cv •

After differentiating a, ß, y with respect to ah a2, a3, a4 and these in turn,

as given in (51), with respect to y' and z', equations (53) become

- *Yi + 2z(/2 - yz')y3 + y4 - ß2 - 2zz'ß3 = 0,
(54)

- xßi + 2z(y'z - yz')ß3 + ß4 - a2 - 2zz'a3 = 0,

in which the subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 denote differentiation with respect to ax, a2,

a3, c4 respectively. If equations (51) are solved for y, z, y', z' and their values,

namely
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(a3 - [(1 + a?)x + (aia. - a2)]2y»
y = ai + a<x,     z = ^-¡-^-)    ,

, _ /(l + a})\a2 - flia4 - (1 + a^sK1'2

y "~ ai' Z-~\   at- [(1 + fl42) + (flifl* - a2)Y  )    '

are substituted in equations (54), the resulting equations must be identities

in x, ai, • ■ ■ , a4. This substitution is performed in the first equation of (54)

and the coefficients collected according to the powers of x. The coefficient

of x2 vanishes; that of x and the constant term give the first two of the

following conditions. Similar results from the second equation of (54) follow

by symmetry and give the last two conditions:

2(ai + a2a4)y3 + 2(1 + a42)ß3 - Tl = 0,

2[a4o3 — (fli + a2a4)(a2 — aiat)]y3 - 2(a2 — aia,)(l + a42)ß3

(55) + (1 + a4*)T4 - (1 + fl«2)¿32 = 0,

2(oi + fl2fl4)Ä> + 2(1 + a42)a3 - ßi = 0,

2[a4a3 — (<ii + a2at)(a2 — aia4)]ß3 — 2(a2 — flia4)(l + a42)a3

+ (1 + a42)ß4 - (1 + a?)a2 = 0.

The first two of equations (55) can be solved for ß2 and ß3. One obtains

(1 + a42)ß2 = — (a. — a^ai)yl + 2a3a4y3 + (1 + fl42)74,

(56)
(1 + a42)ß3 = §7i - (öi + a2a4)73.

If these equations are differentiated with respect to a3 and a4 respectively,

then

(1 + a42)ß23 = —(a2 — axa4)yi3 + 2a3a4y33 + 2a473 + (1 + a42)743-

(57)
(1 + a42)ß32 = ^7i2 — (ai + a2a4)y32 — a4y3.

If the equations (56) are consistent the second members of (57) must be

identical. Hence, we have the condition

3a473 = (a2 — aia4)yu — (ai + a2a4)y32 — 2a3a4y33

(58)
—   (1   + fl42)743 + §712

that must be satisfied by the function y. A pair of equations similar to (56)

for a and ß is obtained from the last two equations of (55). They are, in

fact, the system (56) with ß, y replaced by a, ß respectively. These new

equations are compatible only if ß satisfies the equation obtained from (58)

by replacing y by ß.   If in this equation for ß its derivatives with respect
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to ai, a2, a3, o4 are replaced by their respective values obtained from (56) and

(57) the result again reduces to the condition (58).

Therefore, equations (53) are consistent and there exist values of the

functions a, ß, y such that the conditions

P'' — Qv't     Q*' = Fy

are satisfied provided that y satisfies equation (58).

Theorem VI.  The most general integral

I =   j    f(x,y,z,y',z')dx
J X,

whose extremals are the family of circles (47) satisfying the equation (48) is

determined as follows:

For an arbitrary solution y(au a2, a3, a4) of the equation (58) the equations

(56) are compatible and determine ß(ai, a2, a3, a4) to an arbitrary additive func-

tion of ai, a4. Equations (56) with y replaced by this function ß and ß replaced

by a, are again compatible and define a(ai, a2, a3, o4) to an arbitrary additive

function of at, a4.  The functions

P(x,y,z,y',z') =a + 2ßy + yy2,

Q(x,y,z,y',z') = ßz + yy3,

R(x,y,z,y',z') = yz*

so determined satisfy the conditions (49) which are necessary and sufficient for

the equations

/          l+y't + z'-i
H = Py" + Q (z" +- ) = 0.

/          1 + y'% + z'*\
K = Qy" + RÍz" +-J = 0

to have equations of variation which are self-adjoint. By the process of §111

the integrand function f(x, y, z, y', z') is then determined to an additive derivative

of an arbitrary function ofx, y, z. The arbitrary elements are, therefore, the choice

of an integral of the partial differential equation (58) of the second order, the

choice of two arbitrary additive functions of ax and a4, and the choice of the

derivative of an arbitrary additive function of (x, y, z).
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VII. Integrals whose extremals are catenaries

ORTHOGONAL TO THE #y-PLANE

Consider the four-parameter family of catenaries

<s2 + c2\1'2
x = a + c cos 8 cosh-1 (

(59) . /s2 + c2y/2
y = b — c sin 8 cosh- "

z = (s2 + c2)1'2,

/s2 + c2y2

-'(4-T.
where 5 is the arc length of the catenary measured from the lowest point and

6 is the angle which the line of intersection of the plane of the catenary and

of the xy-plane makes with the positive x-axis.

The differential equations of the curves (1) found by eliminating the

parameter 5 and the four constants a, b, c, 8 are

1 + y'2 + z'2
(60) y" = 0,      z" =-

z

If these values of y" and z" are substituted for F and G respectively in the

system (32), §IV, the latter take the following form:

Pn- = Qy, Q,' = R*,

dP 2y'        dQ /    z' y'\      dR 2z'
(61) --=-Q-±-,     -y-=-(Q-+R- ),   —=-R—,

dx z dx \     z z /       dx z

6(1 + y'2) + Ry'z' = o.

The integrals of (60) are the curves (59). When the parameter 5 is elimi-

nated from the equations (59) and the derivatives y' and z' are found, one

obtains

( x — a\
(62) y = b — (x — a) tan 8,     z = c cosh I-),

\ccos8/

(x — a\
-).

c cos 8/

If the substitutions

ai = — tan 0, a2 = b, a¡ = c, a4 = a

are made equations (62) become
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/(*-*)(l + «¿)>'»\
y = a2 — ai<i4 + axx,    z = a3 coshl-J,

(63) V flS '

(* - 04)(1 + ais)1/a

y' = ai, »  - (1 + ai^^sinh- •

When these equations are solved for o\, a2, a3, a4 the resulting functions

_y'z /i + y3 + 2'3y'a

ai = y ,     a2 = y-cosh-11-1    ,
(1 + y" + 2'»)i/» V    1 + ya   /

(64)
2(1 + y'a)1/2

08 ~ (1 + ya + z'3)1'3 '

2 /i + ya + z'^"3
a4 = x-cosh-1 (-I

(l + /3 + 2'a)1/3 V     1 + /3     /

are four independent solutions of the homogeneous equation

1 + y2 + 2'2

Ax + Avy' + Azz' + AyO + Az-0,
2

which characterizes the first integral of equations (60).

The fifth equation of the system (61) can be integrated directly and then

also the fourth and the third. They yield the following system:

2ßy'z' yy'*
P = a —

*(i + ys)    23(i + ya)

ß yy'z'
(65) Q = -

2    23(i + y3)

z1

where a, ß, y are arbitrary functions of au ■ ■ ■ , at. The above values of

P, Q, R must satisfy the last of equations (61). We thus find that ß must be

identically zero. The system (65) now becomes

P = a->
2a(i + y3)

7V 2
(66) Q-, 2s(i + y3)

R = l.
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If these functions are to satisfy the first two relations of (61) we must have

the following conditions satisfied by a and 7:

z'(y'2 - 1)7
——-—-y'z'yy + y'V = z2(l + y'2)az.,

1 + y2

y'y + (l + y'2)7*' + y'z'y.> = 0,

which shall be identities in x, ai, ■ ■ ■ , a4. These equations are equivalent to

the system
z'(2/2 - 1)7 + y'a(l + y'2 + z'2)7,' = z2(l + y'2)2a,.,

(6 y'y + (1 + y'2)y,. + y'z'y,- = 0.

Since a, 7 are functions of au ■ ■ ■ , a4 they may be differentiated with respect

to ai, • ■ • , a4 and these functions in turn differentiated with respect to

y' and z'.  Thus equations (67) give the following relations:

z cosh-1 u zy' cosh-1 u
yy>   _|_   y   f\    -j-   y'i\    _   y-f-   -y3 . ()   -|-   y4-   =   0,

(68)

/   zy'V cosh-1 « \ zy'V(l + y'2)1'2
yzVy,    _    i)    +   ̂ ___   _   ,y  «j    _   73______

zy'V cosh-1 « — zy'2

+ y*    (l + ^ + z'2)1'2

rz'y'z'i 1 + y'2)2 cosh-1 u      y'z\ 1 + /2) H

= "'L     (1 + y'2 + z'2)3'2 (1 + y'2 T z'2)\(1 + y'2 + z'2)3'2 (1 + y'2 + z'2).

'2 + z'2)J '

z3z'(l + y'2)6'2 \-z3z'(l + y'2)2 cosh-1 «        z3(l + y'2)2

a«T.-z-tttt: + a*
(1 + y'2 + z'2)3'2 L   (1 + y'2 + z'2)3'2        (1 + y"

where the subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate differentiation with respect to ai}

a2, a3, a4 respectively and

_ /l + y'2-f-z'2\1/2

"     \    1 + y'2   /

If the values given in (63) for y, z, y', z' respectively are substituted in

(68), one obtains

fli7 + (1 + fli2)7i — (* — fl4)72 + ai(x — a4)y4 = 0,

(69)   7(1+ ai,)1'2(2a1*-l) sinh a + y2ai3[(x - a4)(l + ai)1'1 sinh m - a3coshco]

— 73ai2a3(l+ai2)1/2sinhcú + 74ai3[(:r — a4)(l+ ai2)1/2sinhw — a3coshw]

= a2aiö2(l + ai) [(x — a4)(l + ai2)1'2 sinh ai — a3 cosh w]

- a»a33(l + ai)3'2 sinh w + a4ai(l + a?) [(x - a4)(l + a?)1'2 sinh w

— a3 cosh w]
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hi which (x - û4)(i + fll*)i/*
w = -■

a3

The last equation may be written in the form

[(1 + a?)m(2a? - 1)7 - a?at{l + ai2)1'^ - aisa3(l + ai3)1^,

— ai*a4(l + ai2)1'^ + flia32a4(l + a^)3'^ + a33(l + a?Yi*a3

(69')      + olat(l + ai2)3/2a4] + h3(l + «¿)l'*Yi + ai3(l + ai3)1'^

— aia33(l + ai3)3/3«2 - fl32(l + ai2)3/2a4]a; - [ai3a372 + a2 «374

— aifl3*(l + ai2)a2 — a33(l + ai2)a4] coth w = 0.

These equations must be identities in x. Hence, from the first of (69), we have

<*174 — 72 =  0,        fll7 + (1  + <Il2)7l + 0472 — »11474  =  0,

which are equivalent to the system

(70) am - 72 = 0,        ai7 + (1 + ttfhi = 0.

Equation (69') upon equating the respective coefficients to zero gives

aHaiy2 + 74) = ai(i + a?)(aia2 -f a4),

(2ai2 — 1)7 — a?a4y2 — ai3a373 — a?a4yi

= — a32(l + fli3)(aia4a2 + a3a3 + a4a4).

The latter are equivalent to the following relations:

a2(ai72 + 74) = ai (I + ai2)(ai«2 + a4),

(71)
(2ai3 — 1)7 — ai3a373 = — a33(l + ai2)a3.

When equations (71) are solved for a3 and a4 with the aid of the first of re-

lations (70) one obtains

ai2
<*4 = —74 — axa2,

a}

- 1
03 =   ,,. ,—rM2a? * ih ~ aia%y»\-

fl33(l + a?)

If these equations are compatible the derivatives of the expressions on the

right with respect to a3 and a4 respectively, after «23 in the first expression is

replaced by its value obtained from the second, must be identically equal.

With the aid of (70i) the result reduces to the condition

(72) (1 + ai3)74 = 0.

Hence, by the first equation of (70) 72 must also be identically zero. Thus 7
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must be a function of ai and a3 alone such that it satisfies the second condition,

of (70). This will determine y to an additive function of a3. From the above

restriction on y and the first relation of (71) we have

ai«2 + «*4 = 0

which together with the second equation of (71) will determine a to an

additive function of ai.

It is now evident that equations (67) are compatible and that there exist

values of the functions y and a such that the relations

Pz>=Qy, Q.' = Ry

are satisfied provided that 7 is a function of Oi, a3 alone and satisfies the

second equation of (70).

Theorem VII. The most general integral

f(x,y,z,y',z')dx
X.X\

whose extremals are the family of catenaries (59) satisfying equations (60) is

determined as follows: For an arbitrary solution y(ai, a3) of the equation (70i)

the equations (71) are compatible and determine a to an arbitrary additive func-

tion of fli. The functions

a —
yy'2

Q =

* = ̂

2a(i + ya)

yy'z'

22(1 + y") '

thus determined satisfy the conditions (61) which are necessary and sufficient for

the equations

/         1 + y2 + z'2\
H = Py" + Q{z"-y--j = 0,

/     1 + ya+2,2\
K = Qy" + RÍz"-—-J = 0

to have equations of variation which are self-adjoint. By the method of §111

the integrand function f(x, y, z, y', z') is then determined to the derivative of an

arbitrary function of x, y, z.
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